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1.

Introduction

Personnel economics as a research field was established in the mid 1990s (see Lazear
1995; Backes-Gellner 1996; Lazear 1998) and has grown rapidly ever since (Backes-Gellner
2004; Lazear/Oyer 2007). It aims at identifying and analyzing the underlying economic
principles of human resource management (HRM) strategies and at investigating the impact
of varying institutional and competitive environments on the use and effectiveness of HRM
strategies. Personnel economics is not only a promising field of academic research, but also
increasingly provides guidelines for HR practitioners. Several factors contributed to the
development of the field. Firstly, there were the shortcomings of traditional research in HRM
resulting from one of its alleged strengths: its precision and love of detail (for an overview of
the strengths of HR from an organizational perspective, see Pfeffer 2007). Accordingly, while
traditional HRM analysis asked interesting questions, the answers given were often vague,
tailored to specific applications and theoretically unconvincing. As a result, traditional
analysis in HRM provided neither a solid theoretical nor a sound empirical basis.2 Secondly,
there have been important developments and breakthroughs in personnel economics,
rendering it increasingly attractive for those interested in analyzing HRM strategies.
Advanced microeconomic models and advanced econometric tools have helped to derive new
theoretical conclusions and generate path-breaking empirical results. Much in contrast to
traditional HR analysis, personnel economics is rigorous in theory and backed up by empirical
evidence based on advanced econometric tools. In addition, in very recent years, excellent
survey and register data (particularly linked employer-employee data) have become available
that increasingly allow for rigorous testing of theories. The newly derived evidence, again, is
strongly supportive of the theories in personnel economics and not only reassures researchers
but also suggests that practitioners can actually rely on the predictions and prescriptions of
personnel economics (Lazear 2001).
However, personnel economics today does not stop at simply applying standard
microeconomic theory to HRM, as personnel economists are increasingly aware of the
shortcomings of standard microeconomic modelling. Due to a number of pioneering findings
of behavioural and experimental economics, it has become clear that individuals do not
always behave fully rationally: they care about fairness, they are ready to bear individual costs
in order to re-install equity, they reciprocate in one-shot games without being able to reap the
benefits of their behaviour, and they systematically ignore relevant information and use
heuristics to solve complex decision problems, to name only a few of the behavioural
anomalies detected and explored by behavioural and experimental economists (for an
overview see Smith 2006 or Camerer 2007). As innumerable laboratory and field
experiments have shown all these anomalies to be statistically significant and robust,3 they
have been subsequently integrated into microeconomic models of individual behaviour4 and
have also inspired theory-building by personnel economists (see e.g. on emotions in
tournament settings Grund/Sliwka 2005 or Kräkel (forthcoming)). By inspiring personnel
economists to blend “experimental evidence and psychology in a mathematical theory of
normal strategic behaviour” (Camerer 2003), behavioural economics has opened the field of
personnel economics for interactions with other social sciences, in particular with social
psychology (de Cremer et al. 2006). And, as social psychology has always been a classic
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point of reference for traditional HRM analysis, behavioural and experimental economics may
indeed help to reconcile traditional HRM analysis and personnel economics, two disciplines
that parted company long ago and currently act in almost complete isolation.
Besides inspiring theory-building, the integration of behavioural economics in personnel
economics has gone hand in hand with a strengthening of empirical analyses. If even in
controlled laboratory experiments individuals do not behave as our most elaborate theoretical
models predict, and if our models are only subsequently adapted to the alleged behavioural
anomalies, then the empirical validation of theoretical predictions in personnel economics is
absolutely crucial and its value must not be underestimated. Fortunately, the incorporation of
behavioural economics into personnel economics was strongly assisted by corresponding
progress in empirical analysis: Advances in econometrics (including ways of addressing
sample selection bias, omitted variable bias and problems of endogeneity) as well as the
availability of panel data, linked employer-employee data and linked household panel and
experimental data (Fehr et al. 2003) allowed personnel economists to test models in a way
that approximated experimental designs (for an overview see Lazear/Shaw 2007). Today then,
personnel economics profits from a sophisticated empirical tool box rendering it a highly
dynamic field of research that requires increasingly sophisticated methodological competence.
But what are the path-breaking findings of behavioural and experimental economics and
how do they apply to the field of personnel economics and HRM strategies? According to
DellaVigna (2007), behavioural economics teaches us that individuals deviate from the
standard model in three important ways: they have non-standard preferences, they form nonstandard beliefs and they are characterized by non-standard decision-making. In the case of
non-standard preferences DellaVigna (2007) distinguishes three types of preferences that are
all important for the field of personnel economics: time, risk and social preferences. As
behavioural economics has shown, time preferences are not always consistent. If they were,
decision makers would have the same preferences about future events at different points in
time. However, by revealing that discounting is steeper in the immediate future than it is in
the far future, laboratory experiments on inter-temporal choice cast doubt on this assumption
(see e.g. Loewenstein/Prelec 1992; Frederick et al. 2002): When individuals evaluate
outcomes in the far future they make plans, e.g. to exercise, work harder or look for a better
job, but as the future approaches, discounting becomes steeper and individuals refrain from
working harder or looking for a better job. Such time inconsistencies cause well-known
problems of self-control. Examples in the field of personnel economics concern dropping out
of apprenticeships (see Bessey/Backes-Gellner 2007) and refraining from taking part in
continuing vocational training (Backes-Gellner et al. 2007), both of which are known to
increase unemployment risks and to substantially reduce income prospects. With respect to
risk preferences, the most important aspect according to DellaVigna (2007) is that the utility
function of individuals depends on a reference point, as has for example been shown in
insurance decisions. Experimental evidence suggests that utility depends on a reference point,
meaning that past experience may change the evaluation of a current decision. Such reference
dependence is also important in the context of personnel economics. An example from the
field of personnel economics is the reference dependence of individuals’ perceptions of
performance evaluation results. Hedinger et al. (2008) show that efforts which are taken in
response to good or bad performance evaluations depend on the change in evaluation results.
Individuals withdraw effort if their evaluation is less positive than in the previous year, even
though the evaluation might be very positive in absolute terms. Additionally, experimental
evidence suggests that individuals have strong social preferences and care about other
people’s payoffs. An obvious application from personnel economics concerns the field of
employee compensation (see also section 3), where social preferences have repeatedly been
shown to play a role, not only in the laboratory, but in employment situations as well (see e.g.
Bandiera et al. 2005 on social preferences among fruit pickers in the UK). A second class of
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deviations from the standard economic model inspired by behavioural economics concerns
non-standard beliefs. Experimental evidence suggests that, among other things, people are
often characterized by systematic overconfidence. While this may explain managerial
behaviour in many instances (see e.g. DellaVigna 2007) and may also account for gender
differences (see section 4), a third class of deviations from standard economic models
concerns non-standard decision making and is equally important. Here, experimental
evidence suggests, e.g., that individuals usually do not solve complex maximization problems
but instead use individual heuristics (see already Tversky/Kahneman 1974). In addition to
simplifying decision making, behavioural economics has also shown that individuals react to
social pressure. A typical application in the field of personnel economics is concerned with
how the work attitude of employees is influenced by their peers (see e.g. Kandel/Lazear 1992
or Backes-Gellner et al. 2006). Furthermore, individuals are affected by emotions and want to
be respected, which are both important for workplace behaviour (Ellingsen/Johannesson
2007).
All this behavioural research, be it experimental, theoretical or field related, has provided
valuable new insights for personnel economics. In order to illustrate in more detail what
personnel economics may learn and has already learnt from behavioural economics, we show
in the following for one field of HRM applications, i.e. compensation issues, where and how
the findings from behavioural economics may be particularly fruitful. In a first step, we
concentrate on the role of fairness and reciprocity as a guideline for the general level of
compensation (section 2), then we are concerned with the structure of compensation in
fostering competition in rank order tournaments (section 3), and lastly, we focus on gender
differences in the process of self-selection into different compensation regimes: variable
payments based on relative performance in rank-order tournaments versus variable payments
based on absolute performance in standard performance pay (section 4). Due to restrictions of
space our overview will necessarily remain highly selective, and our explorations brief; the
interested reader should therefore refer to the literature cited in the sections below.

2.

The Level of Compensation: Fairness & Reciprocity

Concerning the level of employee compensation, numerous relevant experiments have
been undertaken, all of them highlighting the potential importance of fairness and reciprocity.
Starting with the analysis of the simple ultimatum game (Güth et al 1982), experimental
economists have repeatedly studied individual behaviour in simple allocation games. In the
ultimatum game, e.g., one player (the proposer) is asked to divide a given amount between
another person (the responder) and himself, where the responder can decide to accept this
division or not (in which event both of them are left with nothing). But instead of offering
only a marginal amount to the responder, as non-cooperative game theory would have
predicted, proposers offer an average of 30-40% of the amount at stake, with a 50:50 split
being the mode (Camerer/Thaler 1995, 210). One explanation for the observed behaviour
may be that the proposer is led by internalized norms of fairness. The fact that even in the socalled dictator game the proposer passes a positive amount to a second player who acts as a
mere “dummy”, hints at the relevance of such “unconditional fairness” (Fehr et al. 1996).
However, unconditional fairness cannot be the sole explanation for ultimatum game
behaviour, as offers in dictator games are usually “not quite as fair“ (Camerer 1997, 169) as
those in the ultimatum game. In addition to being motivated by unconditional fairness, the
proposer is obviously also guided by “reciprocal fairness” (Fehr et al. 1996), where the fear
of negative reciprocity leads him to offer a more generous amount than he otherwise would.
The findings of Güth/Damme (1998) who introduce a third (dummy) player into the general
ultimatum setting, hint at a similar rationale: while the responder, whose veto would leave the
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proposer with nothing is offered about 30% of the amount at stake, the dummy player is
offered only 5% to 10%.5
If it is the fear of being rejected that leads the proposer to offer a “fair” amount, what is it
that tells him “how fair is fair”? While there are several attempts to theoretically account for
the observed ultimatum game behaviour,6 Pull (1999, 6) and Selten (2000, 144) have
proposed to analyze this question by assuming that the behaviour is led by what the result of a
bargain between the two players would have been: Although they do not actually engage in
bargaining, proposer and responder may both be influenced in their decision by what the
outcome of a bargain would have been. The two players in the ultimatum game may hence
engage in what might be called an “implicit” or “imaginary” bargain. While Pull (2003) has
shown within a simple bargaining framework that the implicit bargain can indeed account for
the effect of responder power on ultimatum game behaviour (and might as well be applied in
the wage-setting context, see also Pull 1996),7 the experimental evidence on the “implicit
bargain” is so far mixed: Experiments on so-called W-games (Fischer et al. 2006) have
shown that participants in fact react invariantly to whether they are confronted with a classical
ultimatum or a Nash bargaining setting. Seemingly then, it does not matter to the players if
they find themselves in an ultimatum game experiment or in a bargaining situation, a finding
which strongly supports the “implicit bargain” hypothesis. Fischer et al. (2007b)
experimentally compare the ultimatum and the Nash demand game with varying conflict
payoffs, and find that average demands and marginal reactions to changing conflict payoffs
both differ significantly between the two games, thus rejecting the “implicit bargain”
hypothesis in its “strong” version (i.e., that participants in an ultimatum game behave exactly
the same as in a bargaining situation). Still, even in this very strong test of the “implicit
bargain” hypothesis, 20% of the subjects behaved completely game-invariantly.
While the ultimatum game setting is obviously not the closest representation of an
employment relationship, there have been numerous advances in setting up experiments that
have begun to approach real employment relationships. One of these advances involves taking
account of the fact that – unlike in the standard ultimatum setting – in an employment relation
competition affects both the employer and the employee. For the employer this means that, if
his offer is rejected by one potential employee, he is not left with nothing but may find others
ready to fill in. Güth et al. (1998) show that offers in an ultimatum setting indeed
systematically decrease when competition on the side of responders is introduced. A further
obvious difference between experimental settings and employment relations is that in a
typical experimental setting, players are not allowed to interact. Introducing social interaction
into a standard ultimatum game setting, Bohnet/Frey (1999) show that the 50:50-allocation is
chosen more often when the players are allowed to communicate. Even if they are only able to
identify each other (“silent identification”), the probability that a 50:50 allocation is chosen
significantly increases. A further matter of concern has been the fact that in an ultimatum
experiment the roles of the players are typically assigned arbitrarily and the amount at stake
comes as a gift. When something comes as a gift and a superior bargaining position is the
result of „flipping a coin“, the equal distribution result observed may be regarded as a just and
fair way of allocation (Hoffman/Spitzer 1985; see also the findings of Hennig-Schmidt 2000).
In wage determination, however, the situation is completely different: the roles are not
assigned arbitrarily and the sum to be distributed is not predetermined. As a consequence,
fairness conceptions in wage determination may be substantially different from those in the
ultimatum game setting. In experimental games, where roles are auctioned off or where the
amount at stake is determined by the differing inputs of the players (the inputs representing
choice variables), the equal division outcome is much more rarely observed. Still, “equal
surplus splitting” taking account of differing inputs as a modified fairness concept remains a
good predictor of the resulting allocations (see e.g. Königstein 1998, 15).
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The closest representation of the employment relationship concerning the question of
fairness and reciprocity is undoubtedly the so-called gift exchange game going back to Fehr
et al. (1992). Here the responder not only decides on the acceptance of the (wage) offer as in
the ultimatum game, but in a second stage decides on his effort level, i.e. on what he gives to
the proposer in return. In a typical gift exchange game a higher effort level is associated with
a higher cost on the part of the responder (the employee) while it increases the payoff of the
proposer (the employer). Surprisingly, even in a one-shot situation, the responder chooses an
effort level higher than the minimum prescribed in the game, and the proposer offers a wage
over and above the minimum. And – much in line with the predictions of the theory of giftexchange developed by Akerlof/Yellen (1990) – the higher the wage offer, the higher are effort
levels on average. Interestingly, introducing competition on the part of the employee in the
gift exchange game does not change these results. The intuition is quite clear: exploiting the
opportunity to reduce the wage offer in the gift exchange game bears the risk of inducing
lower effort levels on the part of the employee. While numerous experimental variations of
the gift exchange game have shown its results to be quite robust (see e.g. the survey by
Gächter/Fehr 2002), the fundamental transformation concerning application to the
employment relationship is that instead of a one-shot game a repeated game is played. As
expected, the gift exchange is even more pronounced in a repeated game situation, with more
responders ready to reciprocate generous wage offers by choosing high effort levels
(Gächter/Falk 2002). Even though these “opportunistic” responders can be distinguished
from those that are “truly intrinsically reciprocal” through their last-round behaviour, the
results of the repeated gift exchange game hint at reciprocity playing a significant role in
long-term employment relationships. One further modification of the gift exchange game that
would seem to be of considerable relevance concerning its application to the employment
relationship, is the question of effort observability. As Irlenbusch/Sliwka (2003) show in a
repeated gift exchange game, the less transparent the effort choice of the responder (as a result
of exogenous risk in the production function), the weaker is reciprocity. That is, if a
“defection” of the responder (choice of low effort level in spite of high wage) cannot be
detected by the proposer, reciprocity is much more difficult to enforce.8
To sum up, concerning the field of compensation there are numerous experimental
studies of relevance that overwhelmingly all point to the relevance of internalized norms of
fairness as well as reciprocal behaviour. The field experiments undertaken so far (e.g.
Gneezy/List 2006; Kube/Maréchal/Puppe 2006; Bellemare/ Shearer 2007)9 also point to the
importance of reciprocity in the employment relationship; however, it is not yet clear to what
extent the effects measured (positive as well as negative reciprocity) are durable or not.

3.

The Structure of Compensation: Inequality & Competition

Furthermore, behavioural economics has taught us that it is not only the level of
employee compensation that matters, but also its structure that crucially determines employee
behaviour. While fairness, reciprocity and equality may also provide helpful guidance in the
design of compensation structures, in fostering competition among employees, deliberate
inequality may also play a role. While inequality may relate to the prize-spread between those
that won or lost a rank-order-tournament (e.g., a bonus payment or a wage increase following
a promotion), it may also relate to a potential spread between different prizes awarded to the
contestants according to their different ranks in the tournament. According to the seminal
tournament model by Lazear/Rosen (1981), the effort of a contestant will depend on his
marginal cost of effort and on the expected value of the tournament price, i.e. on its value as
well as on the probability of winning the tournament. Moldovanu/Sela (2001) show that
provided that effort cost functions are convex, awarding more than one prize will lead to a
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higher aggregate performance, with the optimal value of prizes depending on the number of
contestants, their abilities and effort cost functions. For personnel economics this is an
interesting finding because changes in hierarchies are nothing other than changes in the
number or value of prizes in a promotion tournament. If a hierarchy is very flat, there is only
one promotion position for a very large number of contestants, but the value of the promotion,
i.e. the prize, is large because receiving a promotion is a bigger step towards the top of the
hierarchy. On the other hand, if a hierarchy becomes steeper, there are more promotion
opportunities for the same number of contestants, but the value of the promotion is relatively
smaller. So the question is, what do we know empirically about the effect on performance of
having a larger or smaller number of prizes as opposed to the effect on performance of
changes in the value of prizes?
One of the first experimental studies to analyze the effects of the prize structure in
tournaments is that of Harbring/Irlenbusch (2003). As a means of measuring contestant effort
in their experiment, contestants were asked to choose among a given range of effort levels
with given effort costs, i.e. contestants were basically expected to choose a costly level. The
authors show that subjects’ average effort increases with the ratio of prizes to contestants.
Moreover, a larger number of prizes was associated with fewer subjects exerting no or only a
very low level of effort. Instead of implementing a given effort cost function,
Freeman/Gelber (2006) conducted a so-called real effort experiment by having participants
perform real tasks. Even though real effort experiments come at the cost of losing control over
a highly relevant parameter of the experiment (the costs of effort), other distinct advantages of
real effort experiments (as will become clearer below) strongly speak in their favour.
Freeman/Gelber (2006) sought to test one of the theoretical predictions by Moldevanu/Sela
(2001), i.e. the hypothesis that the aggregate performance of a group of contestants will be
highest for medium levels of inequality in the prizes awarded. A high level of inequality (e.g.
only one prize where the winner takes all) as well as a low level of inequality (e.g. in an
extreme case, every contestant receives the same prize) will both result in a low aggregate
performance. To test this hypothesis they designed their experiment as follows: In groups of
six, subjects had to solve paper mazes in two rounds. In a first round, all subjects were
rewarded at a piece rate, implying that an individual’s reward was independent of the others’
performance. Afterwards, in half of the groups members were informed about the distribution
of mazes solved by group members. In a second round, three tournament settings were
implemented, characterised by different incentive schemes and representing different levels of
inequality. In the no inequality treatment all group members were paid a fixed amount of
money (making payment both independent of the other group members’ performance and
independent of one’s own performance). In the high inequality treatment there was one large
prize for the tournament winner. In the intermediate level of inequality treatment five out of
six group members received a prize (where the size of the prize depended on the relative
position in the group). Here it must be mentioned that the number of mazes solved depends on
ability, effort and the relationship between effort and performance. The results were as
follows: In the first round there were no significant differences between participants
belonging to the different groups. In the second round the results depended on the information
setting. Findings for the full information treatments confirmed the existence of an inverted Ushape between inequality and output: Mean output was highest at an intermediate level of
inequality, i.e. if five out of six group members received a prize. At both high and low levels
of inequality the mean output per group member was lower. In the case of high inequality, the
result is clearly driven by individuals in the lower half of the ability distribution who exert
low effort because their chance of winning the one single prize is almost zero. In contrast, the
medium inequality treatment provides an incentive for all group members to make some
effort to win a prize. At the same time, the authors find a less clear inverted U-shape in the no
information treatments. Providing information seems to have a particularly strong impact on
subjects in the lower half of the ability distribution, who are discouraged if they know for
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certain that they have almost no chance and are obviously less discouraged if they do not have
full information. While the focus of the above experiment is on aggregate output, there surely
exist situations in which the tournament sponsor wants to maximize the top performance.
Interestingly and counter-intuitively, however, Freeman/Gelber (2006) find that the high
inequality tournament does not generate the highest maximum performance, but that there is
again an inverse U-shaped relationship between the maximum score achieved and the level of
inequality.
So what do we learn from the experiment of Freeman/Gelber (2006)? Firstly, the results
are in line with the predictions of Moldovanu/Sela (2001) and hence provide indirect support
for the assumption of a convex effort cost function. Secondly, the authors conclude that
although it is hard to identify the optimal level of inequality, more inequality is neither
generally good nor generally bad. Rather, there seems to exist an optimal level of inequality
that lies between the two extremes of no and very high inequality. But why use laboratory
experiments if rank order tournaments are so common in the real world? Falk/Fehr (2003,
400) point out that a test of theoretical implications requires information that is typically not
available in a real-world environment (e.g. information on effort cost function). Due to
general data limitations many of the field studies on tournaments are consequently based on
data from sports (e.g. Becker/Huselid 1992) or aim at rather indirect tests of tournament
implications (e.g., searching for convex compensation structures; e.g. Eriksson 1999). Direct
empirical tests of implications from tournament theory with field data, e.g. concerning the
relationship between tournament characteristics and employee performance, are still few and
far between (for a notable exception, however, see Backes-Gellner/Pull 2008). In the light of
the partly questionable external validity of laboratory experiments, the value of additional
field studies in personnel economics cannot be underestimated.

4.

The Form of Compensation: Gender Differences in Self-Selection

In the last few years, a number of experimental studies on the choice of the form of
compensation (fixed wage, variable payment based on absolute performance, variable
payment based on relative performance) have been undertaken (see e.g. Harbring/Irlenbusch
2003). While many have focused on the choices of those who eventually would have to pay
the resulting wages (i.e. the principals in laboratory experiments), the self-selection of
different compensation regimes by those being paid (i.e. the agents in laboratory experiments)
has increasingly received attention. As many of these studies have highlighted significant
gender differences in the self-selection process and as these may indeed help explain the
under-representation of women in top-level-jobs, in what follows we will elaborate on the
respective experimental findings as well as on their policy implications.
In the literature, Gneezy et al. (2003) were the first to focus on gender differences in
rank-order-tournaments. Participants of their experiment were recruited on the campus of the
Technion in Haifa (Israel), a very competitive institution offering degrees in engineering. One
would not expect female students in such an environment to be especially uncompetitive. The
task in the experiment was to solve computerized mazes in groups of six. The advantage of
this approach is that subjects choose a real effort level and are paid according to their
performance, creating a quite realistic environment in the experiment. The subjects then
played different versions of the experiment, corresponding to different payment schemes in a
firm. The first version was a simple piece rate in which the participants were paid according
to their output (i.e. the number of mazes they solved). In this treatment, there were no
statistically significant differences between men’s and women’s performance, implying that
both sexes have the same ability in the task of solving mazes. The next treatment was a
tournament in groups of six with three male and three female participants. Only the winner
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received a payment that was proportional to his/her output. In this setting, only men showed a
significant increase in productivity while women did not, compared to the piece rate scheme.
As a result, men outperformed women significantly. By contrast, in a single-sex tournament
in groups of six, females showed a significantly higher performance than in the piece rate
treatment, implying that women only dislike competition against men, but not competition per
se. The authors investigated various explanations for this surprising result (given the fact that
women do not seem to have poorer abilities in maze-solving in general) using different
experimental designs. Basically, a tournament differs in two points from a piece rate wage
scheme: firstly, the result is uncertain, and secondly, it depends on the performance of others
and not only on one’s own performance. While uncertainty did not seem to be the relevant
explanation for females’ lower performance, it seemed to be the case that females are less
confident about their own abilities, resulting in different levels of task choice for males and
females. When given the possibility to choose a level of difficulty for solving mazes, females
chose significantly lower levels of difficulty, meaning that men felt more competent in the
task even if there were no statistically significant differences in performance level in the
baseline treatment.
In a first follow-up experiment, Niederle/Vesterlund (2007) focus on the self-selection of
males and females into various payment schemes. This time, the task was to add 2-digit
numbers. The first treatment was a piece rate scheme, the second treatment a tournament.
There were no statistically significant differences in performance between male and female
subjects in either treatment. As a third treatment, subjects could choose between a piece rate
and a tournament. Here, men selected a tournament scheme twice as often as women (73 %
against 35 %), and even the best-performing women (ranked in the top performance quartile)
showed a lower propensity to enter the tournament than the lowest-performing men (ranked in
the bottom performance quartile). These were not the profit-maximizing choices because lowperforming participants would have been better off in a piece rate treatment and highperformers in a tournament. The authors then tested various candidate explanations for this
result, and reached the conclusion that the different choices were made mainly for two
reasons: on the one hand, men were more overconfident than women and on the other hand,
there were simply different preferences for competition, with men preferring competition
more than women.
In a second follow-up experiment, Niederle/Yestrumskas (2007) focus on a closely
related topic, namely, on gender differences in choices of task difficulty and on the possibility
to change these choices by creating appropriate institutions. Again, participants had the task
of solving mazes. In this experiment, payoffs were designed such that low performers were
better off choosing the easy task and vice versa. After a first round, subjects were informed if
they were high performers or low performers and there were four different institutional
settings: in the benchmark setting, subjects had to solve easy mazes in round 2 and hard
mazes in round 3. The three other treatments corresponded to different institutional settings:
in treatment 1, subjects had to choose the level of difficulty for round 2 and 3 (easy/hard)
before entering the round; in treatment 2, subjects first chose the level for round 2 and then
(after their performance) for round 3; in treatment 3, subjects received information on the
average performance level of high- and low-performers in previous groups and also on which
choice would pay them higher earnings. Hence they could decide on the basis of their
performance and not only on their subjective evaluation of their own performance. Again,
there were no statistically significant gender differences in performance in the benchmark
treatment, but from a profit-maximizing point of view, low-performing men chose the hard
task too often, while high-performing women chose it too seldom in the baseline treatment.
However, two slight institutional changes caused female subjects to choose according to their
performance. Treatment 3, which provided perfect feedback (meaning that subjects were
informed if their performance was among the top 40 %), caused females significantly more
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often to choose the hard task (and low-performing males to choose the easy one). Finally,
treatment 2, which could be characterized as allowing a reduced level of commitment and
offering the possibility to make choices sequentially, has the same effect on females, but not
on males. However, perfect feedback may often not be available and the “less commitment
institution” might be easier to implement in a business environment.
These results are only part of a larger literature on gender differences in preferences.
Nevertheless, they indicate that there is another possible reason, besides the familiar
explanations of discrimination and occupational self-selection, for women being underrepresented in leading management positions or why there still are substantial wage
differences. Females may simply have different attitudes toward competition and
consequently may decide against exposing themselves to rank order tournaments (thereby
foregoing relevant career opportunities). The experimental results reported above suggest that
women do not show an increased performance in tournament situations because they are not
confident enough about their own abilities, even if these abilities are comparable to those of
their male colleagues. Firms will hence gain if they are able to create environments where
their female employees fully develop their productivity and where they are willing to
compete. According to the experimental results, this goal could be achieved, e.g., by the
implementation of mentoring programs in order to increase the self-confidence of female
employees and, consequently, alter their career choices according to their ability level.
Another instrument that may increase the appropriateness of female career choices is to offer
more flexible career paths. The experimental results suggest that if women can first test their
own ability and make their choice afterwards, they are more likely to end up in an
environment that matches their aptitude. Companies who do not offer that opportunity lose
valuable resources, or on the other hand, if they do offer such opportunities they gain
competitive advantage by using their resources more efficiently. Also, the results highlight the
importance of feedback about their own performance in comparison to that of others for
female employees. Regular assessments and feedback rounds could provide just this
opportunity.

5.

Conclusions

Personnel economics started with applying standard microeconomic theory to labor
relations and has provided a large set of new insights which are very valuable for HRM.
However, new developments in personnel economics also take into consideration what is
known from experimental economics to make economic theory even more applicable to the
analysis of problems and solutions that are effectively used to make human beings work
together or individually more effectively. Individuals do not always behave like standard
economic theory suggests. Thanks to innumerable experimental results it is well-known that
individuals do not always behave fully rationally, care about fairness and equity, bear
individual costs to avoid inequity, fail to collect important information and often use simple
heuristics to solve complex problems (Gabaix et al. 2006). As has been shown in our
examples in the previous sections, personnel economics has used these results to further
develop the economic analysis of HRM policies. In these and many other examples
behavioural economics has served a powerful tool for further developing personnel
economics and analyzing human resource management strategies. Compensation, promotion
and career incentives, team problems and even gender problems have been analyzed
successfully with a combination of behavioural and personnel economics theories. The
implications have frequently been tested empirically and many are borne out well in the data.
In doing so, behavioural economics contributes to better interaction of personnel economists
with other social sciences, in particular with social psychology. Behavioural Economics
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therefore is a wonderful chance to make two disciplines grow together, both of which have
long analyzed HRM policies but from a very different angle and in almost total isolation.
Personnel economics started with a restricted perspective on HRM topics; it purposely
disregarded and disregards many details in order to get a clearer picture of causalities and
interdependencies, but it has broadened its perspective due to results from experimental
economics. In recent years laboratory experiments have also been complemented by a
growing number of field experiments and by a combination of survey data with laboratory
experiments, both of which are designed to overcome the specific disadvantages of laboratory
experiments and provide some insights into the external validity of laboratory experiments for
real world behaviour. These new types of data will most likely produce more interesting
results for HRM in the future. A second major development of experimental economics is the
increasing usage of neuroeconomics (such as brain imaging or functional magnetic resonance
imaging) which now also helps to lay a micro-micro-foundation for what is found in
behavioural economics (Singer/Fehr 2005; Villeval 2007). Although the applications to
personnel economics may be far from clear at this stage, it can be expected that future results
will provide more fruitful insights for personnel economics. How this type of research may be
integrated into traditional fields of HRM becomes imaginable by looking at the far reaching
applications to human capital formation introduced in Camerer (2007) or Heckman (2007).
1

2
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4
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Prof. Dr. Uschi Backes-Gellner is Professor of Business and Personnel Economics at Zurich University,
Plattenstrasse 14, CH-8032 Zurich. Donata Bessey and Simone Tuor are research fellows at the same
institute. Prof. Dr. Kerstin Pull is Professor of Business and Personnel & Organization at the Eberhard Karls
Universität Tübingen.
Consequently, HR managers rarely play an important role in top management, despite the fact that firms
continuously stress the importance of personnel as a strategic resource for their success. HR managers
hardly ever end up as CEOs, who more likely come from finance, marketing, or any other field, but almost
never from human resources (Backes-Gellner/Krings 1997; Lazear 2001).
For overviews see e.g. Rabin (1998, 2002), Mullainathan/Thaler (2001), Camerer (2005), DellaVigna
(2007), Diamond/ Vartiainen (2007), or Villeval (2007).
See most prominently Fehr/Schmidt (1999) and Bolton/Ockenfels (2000) on inequality aversion and relative
payoff standing respectively.
Suleiman (1996) who systematically varies the responder’s strategic position comes to a similar conclusion:
the more far reaching the veto rights, the larger the offer. In a comparable setting, Güth/Kovács (2000, 163)
also conclude that the degree of veto power assigned to the responder has a decisive influence on the size of
the offer.
See e.g. Fehr/Schmidt (1999), Bolton/Ockenfels (2000) or Falk/Fischbacher (2001).
For indirect evolutionary rationalizations of the underlying behavioural dispositions see Güth/Pull (2004)
and Fischer et al. (2007a).
Among the many further experiments that try to depict one particular aspect of the employment relationship
and bring it into the laboratory, are those that take account of multi-agent situations. Alewell et al. (2007),
e.g., study fairness norms in a situation where there are “hired” as well as “rented hands”.
Mahuteau (2002) even presents econometric evidence from a French employer survey.
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